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Objective
Metastatic melanomas harboring BRAF-V600 mutations are currently treated with combinations of BRAF and MEK inhibitors (MAPKi) increasing the objective responses, disease free survival and overall survival over

monotherapy with BRAF inhibitors. Unfortunately, several patients suffer from ab initio or acquired resistance to these agents. Several efforts have been directed in recent years to understand mechanisms of resistance to

MAPK inhibitors. These studies have shown a prominent involvement of non-mutational adaptive events, among which also deregulation of miRNAs expression. In this regard our laboratory has identified several miRNAs

which undergo either up- or down-regulation during the development of drug resistance (1). In this study we have started to assess whether circulating levels of one or more of these miRNAs can act as an early predictor of

response to therapy. In this retrospective study were involved BRAF-mutated patients All patients were treated with MAPKi therapy in first . Results showed that only miR-204-5p emerged to have a role in predicting both

OS and PFS.
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Results

Fig.3 A) Based on ROC analysis
results reported in the table
bioinformatic survival analysis
(Kaplan-Meyer Method).were
performed. B) Kaplan-Meyer
curves show that only miR-
204-5p emerged to have a role
in predicting both OS and PFS.
Concerning OS, patients with a
∆Ct value under the ROC cut-
off show a shorter median time
to death in comparison to
patients with a ∆Ct value over
the ROC cut-off (10 months
95% confidence interval
(95%CI): (3.9-16.1) vs 34
months 95%CI: (25.7-42.3); p-
value=0.013). Concerning PFS
analysis, patients with a ∆Ct
value under the ROC cut-off
have a shorter median time to
progression in comparison to
patients with a ∆Ct value over
the ROC cut-off (5 months
95%CI: (4.1-5.9) vs 18 months
95%CI: (7.9-28.1); p-

value=0.006).

Conclusions

Fig.2 Circulating miRNAs were extracted from the serum of 51 BRAF-mutated melanoma
patients before the beginning of therapy through miRNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen). Real-time PCR
for miR-204-5p, miR-199b-5p miR-579-3p, miR-9-5p miR-4443 and miR-4488 was assayed by
TaqMan Gene Expression. Data of circulating miRNAs were normalized using Global mean
normalization and NormFinder model (2)

Fig.1 In the table are reported all features of this
retrospective study which involved metastatic patients with
a median age of 45 years. Among them, 27 (53%) were
females. All patients were treated with MAPKi therapy in first
line except one who received the treatment in second line.

On the basis of these results, miR-204-5p can be a promising predictive biomarker able to discriminate

advanced melanoma patients who may benefit of MAPKi treatments. These data warrants of further

validation in an extended cohort of patients as well as in prospective following studies
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